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:: What We Have Done Last Week ::

Since all of the team members have exams and homeworks we cannot started implementation of prototype. We have talked about how can we divide the implementation into parts. As a conclude we have decided to work mostly together but every member has a major topic. Ruslan is interested in JavaScript, Serdar is assigned to database related issues (design, bind, SQL queries), Bugra will mostly work on JSP and Arif is mostly work on OpenFire API and also integration and coordination of parts. Since we have finished all the other works, next week we will completely focus on implementing prototype.

:: What We Will Do Next Week ::

Next week we all focus on implementation of prototype. We have already finished the GUI design. Before the deadline we plan to implement user and expert registration, adding tags of experts, search a expert, chat with expert properties.

:: What We Have Done Last Week :: individuals

Arif UGUREL

I have worked on organization of the project and how can we divide it to parts. Since it was a really busy week, I cannot pay required attention to project. I have read some about OpenFire API. But next week, I will spend all my effort to implementation of prototype. I hope we will finish the prototype next week.

Buğra Hasbek

As it is stated in Gantt chart this week we as a group are almost responsible from architectural design and initial design report. For this case I searched for architectural design on net to get the meaning. Besides, I looked for javascript, to help my friends in completing user interface design if I can. Of course meanwhile, I little thought about what can I add to our initial design report.

Ruslan Abdulla

This week I looked at some javascript codes in order to get some idea about user interface design. We have about 1 week to deliver initial design report. That is why I thought about architectural design these days and got some ideas to share with my friends in forthcoming days. From now on I am going to read initial design report templates.

Serdar Saygılı

Due to being busy this week i could not spent much time on design course. however I was able to examine some javascript codes. Besides I contacted to my friends that have taken this course before. They briefly explained about the content of initial design report to me.